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Lights in Old Houses

An adventure for the Lost Roads of Lociam

This is not a complete game. You need a copy of the 
Lost Roads of Lociam Core rules to play this adventure
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Lost Roads of Lociam

Gamemaster introduction

This adventure is a one-shot introductory-adventure
for  the  Lost  Roads  of  Lociam,  and as  such  can  be
solved in many different ways. Some player-groups
may  try  for  a  purely  military  approach,  killing
everything  in  their  path  and  levelling  whatever
opposition they see, and this is certainly one way to
deal  with  the  problems  posed  in  this  adventure.
Other ways, such as cunning or even diplomacy are
also  possible,  and  players  should  be  rewarded for
taking  pains  in  being  imaginative,  and  coming up
with  novel  solutions.  The  adventure  is  in  no  way
complete,  but  is  just  a  basic  structure  for  you,  the
gamemaster,  to  weave  the  story  from.  As  a  help
several key elements of the adventure are described.
If  the  characters  stray  from  these  you  have  to
improvise,  or  call  a  break to  prepare for  whatever
route they chose to take.

Some parts  of  the adventure are pre-written for
the players to hear, and if you want you can just read
them out aloud as they become relevant, or use them
to describe the situation or object in your own way.
All text written in this way are written in italics.

Background

Outside  the city  of  Fireground  there  is  an old  mansion
which used to belong to the Count Heran Joiu. He left the
manor  some  forty  years  ago,  under  mysterious
circumstances, and it has remained empty since then.

During  the  time  of  the  Count's  occupancy  several
children disappeared from the nearby villages,  and were
never seen again. Before the disappearance of the Count
seventeen  children  had  gone  missing.  They  were  never
found.

When the Count  disappeared  children stopped going
missing, and the manor stood abandoned and dark.

Less than six months back the lights once again started
shining in the old manor, and children started once more
to disappear.  The local hunters spoke of hordes of small
creatures in the woods, something which appeared to be
living rocks walking around in the dim twilight around
the mansion.

Children disappeared. When a dozen had gone missing
the king, Rolianther II, dispatched an expedition to handle
the  problem.  He sent  ten  soldiers  and  a  scout,  and the
scout is said to have returned in broken condition, but the
soldiers were never seen again.

The king is a little at a loss about this, as he can not
send  more  soldiers  for  such  a  relatively  small  problem,
especially since rumors of a stronghold of Chaos has been
found on his southern coast makes money scarce. A war
will cost a lot. He leaves the manor alone, for now.

The locals have therefore taken matters into their own
hands, and approaching a group of traveling adventurers
a  pathfinder  offers  them  a  tidy  sum  to  investigate  the
manor,  and retrieve the children. He then hurries off  to
look at the manor himself, and states that he will prepare
for their arrival.

The pathfinder, Corrians, has offered you the sum of 17
silvercoins (all the local villages can scrape together). He
has  then gone  to  the  manor  and  will  have  the  location
scouted before  you arrive.  Since no-one has lived in the
manor  for  forty  years  he  has  also  stated  that  the  local
villages won't care if you, being enterprising adventurers,
take treasures you find there, as long as their children are
returned to them.

The Manor

Out  on  the  moor  of  Greeshana  the  manor  is  the  lone
standing structure. Four hours from the edge of the forest,
and  accompanied  only  by  small  patches  of  harsh
shrubberies the old building looks menacing. The manor is
a  stone-structure  in  two  stories,  with  several  smaller
buildings  around  it.  All  these  are  now  levelled  to  the
ground by the grind of time or some other force. The roof
of the stable has collapsed, and likewise has the washing-
house, servant-quarters and storage-sheds. Whatever once
was in  these buildings  time,  rain and animals have left
nothing of interest.

The stench of excrement can be felt a long way as you
near the manor, and from the unkempt garden the smell of
rotten flesh is evident.

The  pathfinder,  Corrians,  said  that  there  was  an
entrance from the east, and that it lead into a hall with
three doors; one to the left into the main hall, one to the
south into a kitchen, and one to the east. There was also a
staircase  there.  The  pathfinder  also  said  that  one  could
gain entrance through the garden, but when the soldiers
tried this things got thrown at them from the top floor.

Ten soldiers went in through the main entrance, and
split up, once inside. Five went to the upper floor, and five
went  south,  into  the  kitchen.  Corrians  doesn't  know
exactly what happened to them, but he did hear fighting
inside, and then all grew quiet.
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It is now noon, and the sun
is shining through a thin layer
of  clouds,  looking  somewhat
diluted and dimmed. The forms
and colours on the ground are a
little  dulled,  and  look  out  of
focus.

What  has  happened  is  that
the manor has been taken by
trolls.  There  are  four  trolls
here,  along  with  some
goblins  and hobgoblins.  The
trolls are basically humanoid,
three  meters  tall,  very  powerfully  built,  and  with
unkept hair and small eyes. Their names are Angfi,
Olon,  Alf  and  Ylva.  The  hobgoblins  are  more
humanlike,  covered in black hair,  bent and twisted
and with an expression of rage permanently on their
face. The goblins are but 2 decimeters to half a meter
tall, and relatively harmless. They are about as stupid
as they are ugly. There is more information on these
at the end of the adventure.

The  trolls  are  at  different  locations  at  different
times.  Below  is  a  small  table  which  tells  the  GM
where the trolls are currently. Roll on this once the
characters enter the manor, or once every five hours
they  spend  waiting,  whichever  is  the  most
appropriate.

If the characters doubt their mission at this point,
before they enter the manor or at anytime while still
in the manor you, as gamemaster, can inform them
that they can, if they strain their ears, hear the cries of
at  least  one  child  from within.  This  is  to  motivate
them.

Yard

The unkempt yard contains several small, now collapsed,
structures. One used to be a stable, another an outhouse
for servants,  a toolshed, a warehouse or storage-house of
some  kind,  and  one  which  could  have  once  been  the
quarter for servants living here at one time.

All  the structures  are  now ruined  by time,  and  the
decay brought about by rain, vermin, storms and such.

If one of the trolls are here: You can see in the gloom
that  there  is  a  huge  form  moving  through  the  yard,
seemingly  examining  the  ruined  buildings.  It  is  large,
over 3 meters tall, and looks formidably powerful.

If two of the trolls are here: In the gloom you can see
several  large  forms  moving  through  the  yard,  looking
through the ruined buildings. They seem to be talking, but
you are unable to understand what they are saying. They
seem to be having a good time, and a deep throaty laughter
rings out over the moor.
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Day
 1D10 Angfi Olon Alf Ylva
1-3 Main Hall Library Nursery Guestroom
4 Main Hall Kitchen Main Hall Main Hall
5-7 Clothesstorage Main Hall Nursery Drawing-room
8-9 Guestroom Library Main Hall Drawing-room
0 Kitchen Clothesstorage Kitchen Main Hall

Night

1-3 Yard Main Hall Clothesstorage Guestroom
4 Guestroom Yard Nursery Cooks room
5-7 Main Hall Yard Nursery Yard
8-9 Kitchen Clothesstorage Guestroom Main Hall
0 Yard Guestroom Nursery Yard
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Attacking  the  trolls  out  in  the  open  is  really
foolish, especially if there is more than one of them.
From here they can even withdraw into the manor, to
heal up, and all that is lost in combat is for nothing.
However, if the characters manages to kill a troll out
here they might well draw attention of the others in
the  manor,  and  they  might  go  into  the  yard.
Remember  that the trolls  see  perfectly  in  the  dark;
few characters can say the same. 

The Ground floor

1 Hall
Massive,  unbroken  double-doors  from  outside  leads

into what used to be a nice reception-hall. Thick carpets
used to cover the floors, and tapestries used to cover the
walls,  but  everything is  now reduced  to  rags  and dust.
There are two doors to the north, and a flight of stairs in
the  same  wall  leading  upwards.  One  of  the  doors  are
smaller than the other, and has a small hole at about chest-
height. A bronze-covered door, now green with verdigris
is in the west. In the south there is a trashed door made
out of wood, which just barely hangs on to is hinges.

2 Sentry box
This utterly small space contains a stool, with broken

legs and a broken shelf. This used to be a sentry box, where
a guard can sit and watch the surroundings through the
hole in the door.

3 Servantquarters/wardrobe
This  corner-room  contains  a  few  broken  tables  and

chairs, as well as some broken shelves. To the west there is
a  door  which seems  intact.  Among scraps  on the  floor,
debris and something which looks like the very old carcass
of some animal you can see movement.

A goblin is looking for food among the garbage in
this  room. It  is  armed with a fork (counts as small
knife)  and will  attack anyone it  thinks  is  trying to
steal its food (that means pretty much anyone it can
spot in the room).

4 Kitchen
This room used to be partitioned into several smaller

spaces,  using  wooden panels  and  inner  walls.  They  are
now smashed  to  pieces  and  are  scattered  over  the  floor
along with pots, pans and other utensils. You can clearly
see that this used to be a kitchen, and that someone quite
recently tried to cook a soldier, still in armor, by pressing
him into a very small pot on the stove. His helmeted head
and legs are sticking up out of the pot at an unnatural
angle. He is very dead. 

The  stench  of  rotting  flesh  and  foodstuff  is  the
overpowering  impression  you  get  from  this  room.  A
corridor leads further  west  along the south wall.  In the
west wall there is a door, half hanging from its hinges. To
the north there is an intact door.

If  a single  troll  is  here:  There  is  a  huge  troll
rummaging through the debris,  leftovers and garbage in
this room, poking at the soldier every once in a while, and
chuckling to itself.

If  two  trolls  are  here:  There  is  a  huge  troll
sitting  by  the  west  door,  leaning  heavily  on  the  wall,
cradling its foot. Another troll is rummaging through the
mess  on the floor,  trying to  find  something to  eat,  and
shouting at the sitting troll every once in a while.

Anyone entering this room has to make a Cool-
check (see Fear) to not start retching and vomiting at
the  smell.  Approaching  the  dead  soldier  requires
another such check.

The  soldier  has  a  broken  metal  armor.  A
good  smith  can  fix  it,  given  the  right  equipment,
some  more  material  and  a  few  weeks  of  work.
Nothing of it is usable at this moment.

5 Storageroom
Great broken barrels and boxes are scattered over the

floor in this  room. Torn sacks and scattered,  half-rotten
foodstuffs are thrown about the floor and up some walls.
Three  dead  soldiers  are  in  this  room,  one  propped  up
against  a wall,  the others  laying in a  heap in a corner.
There is loud snoring coming from a pile of potatoes in the
northern corner.

None  of  the  soldiers'  armours  are  intact,  but
broken and smashed,  but  one soldier  has  an intact
long  spear,  and  the  other  two  have  short  swords,
whereof  one  is  horribly  bent.  They  have  a  dagger
each.

In the pile there is a very drunk goblin asleep. He
has Alertness 10 for all checks due to this condition.

6 Main hall
The  main  hall  is  dominated  by  a  large  oak  table

surrounded by 26 chairs; 12 to each side and one at each
end.  Tapestries  hang  on  the  walls,  but  they  are  now
covered  by excrement,  garbage,  dust  and partially  dried
urine.  The stench is almost overwhelming.  On the table
there are pitchers and pints of beer as well as  plates with
half-finished or half-cooked meals. As a centerpiece there is
a half-crushed helmet, with a large yellow plume and filled
with untouched salad. There are two doors to the west and
one to the south.
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If a single troll is  present:  At the head of the
table, in the west end of the room, a huge trolls is sitting,
and is eating what appears to be a grilled baby.  Several
sleeping goblins are also on the table.

If  more  trolls  are present:  The room is  filled
with  thunderous  roars  of  laughter,  flying  food  and
scattering goblins.  The three trolls  in here are having a
feast, and are enjoying themselves a lot.

Anyone entering this room has to make a Cool-
check (see Fear) to not start retching and vomiting at
the smell. 

Alertness:  Difficult  -  There  are  two  hobgoblins
under the table.

The  trolls  are  really  not  vicious  characters.
However,  they do no want to die in the middle of
her/their  lunch.  The goblins  will  scatter  if  there  is
any fighting, but the hobgoblins will  crawl out and
help  if  there  is  a  fight.  If  there  are  no  trolls  the
hobgoblins will stay hidden until they are confident
they can get the drop on the intruders, and if they are
spotted they will try to hide elsewhere in the manor.
The trolls are armed with a either a longsword or a
beardaxe, which is used as cutlery.

Search: Success (only usable if the room is empty)
- There is a hidden sentry-post in the north wall, near
the west corner.

7 Wardrobe / Armory
This room, with its only door, is

filled with chests for clothes and sacks
filled  with  more  of  the  same.  Some
suits  of  armor,  now  dried  into
nothingness  are  also  on  display  on
racks  along  the  wall,  but  there  is
nothing in here which is of any value.

If a single troll is present:  A
huge troll  is  rummaging through the
room,  looking  at  the  rags  that  were
once fashionable items of clothing, now
wrecked  by  time.  It  picks  up  a  hat,
places it on its hand like a sock-puppet,
turns, and notices you.

Search:  Success  -  There  are
three kegs of leatheroil under a pile
of clothes.

Common  Sense  (or
Leatherwork, no roll): Success - The
oil  is  very flammable  and emits  a

very foul-smelling and black smoke if burned.

8 Guestroom
The room is dominated by a huge, now ruined, bed. It

has four great posts and a sky above, although this is now
ruined and hanging in ragged shreds down the sides. The
mattress  seems  cracked  and  broken  as  well.  A  small
cupboard with a cracked pitcher and a washbowl is in a
corner, under a window, which is boarded up. This room
does not seem like a permanent residence.

If a troll is here, and there has been a fight in the
Main Hall: As you look over the room you can easily see a
troll hiding inexpertly behind the bed, clutching a bedpost
like a club. It is well-aware that he door is opened, and you
guess it can smell or hear you well enough.

If there is a troll here, and there has been no fight
or other noise from the Main Hall: On the bed there is
a  large  troll,  splayed  out,  sleeping  soundly,  snoring
loudly.

If the characters enter when the troll is awake it
will attack, just because it has heard the fighting and
figures the characters are the enemy.
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9 Guard-alcove
Behind  a  hidden  panel  there  is  a  small  alcove  for  a

single guard. It has a stool and a shelf in height with the
chest. The door is easily closed from the inside, and from
the  inside  the  Main  Hall  is  clearly  visible  through  a
hidden slit in the paneling as well as two small holes. On
the stool there are the remains of a dead soldier with his
face  crushed  and  deep  cuts  to  his  chest.  Some  organs
appear to be missing and there is a pool of blood on the
floor of he small space.

Anyone wanting to deal with or touch the soldier
has  to  make  a  Cool-check  (see  Fear)  to  not  start
retching and vomiting at the sight of him.

The  soldier  has  a  relatively  intact  suit  of  chain
mail (full) and a cracked broadsword (as long as it is
not used for parrying or a blow from it is parried, it
will remain intact, but will shatter the moment it is
used to block, or is blocked itself).

10 Workshop
In this room there are two doors. One to the east, and

one to the north, into the garden. In the room there are
tools for working with metal, wood and leather, and some
small workspaces. The corpse of a long-dead blacksmith is
currently hung on the northern wall, hung from a scythe
and  a  hatchet.  In  the  mess  of  debris  on  the  floor  two
goblins are looting, throwing things at each other.

The goblins are armed with tools which count as
small  knives.  They will  attack as soon as the  door
opens.

In the debris tools can be found that can be used
as  small  knives  (three  of  them)  and small  daggers
(two of  them).  Most  of  the  other  tools  are  broken,
rusted or generally worn out. The door in the west,
leading  into  the  garden,  can  not  be  opened.  It  is
boarded shut from the outside.

11 Toilet
A beautiful  toilet  with  carefully  carved  wooden seat

and  enameled  buckets  for  water  are  within  this  small
room.  Everything seems  untouched except  the  bodies  of
two small goblins shoved in under  the seat  of  the toilet
itself. Under the seat there is also an overgrown hole out
into the garden to the west.

The goblins are long dead and nearly broken in
half.  One  of  the  trolls  shoved  them  in  here  as
emergency snacks in case they ran out of food.

12 Garden toolstorage
This  room is  full  of  tools  meant  for  gardening.  The

walls are covered with rakes, shovels and buckets. There is
also a big bag of dirt on the floor, long-since broken, and
now the home of a few rats.

There is nothing of value or use here.

13 Servantquarters
This humble domicile was the home of several servants.

There  are three  beds  here,  and a  table  with four broken
chairs.  A  cabinet  which  contents  and  shelves  are  long
claimed by the grind of time hangs on the wall. 

There is nothing of value or use here.

14 Servantquarters
This humble domicile was the home of several servants.

There  are three  beds  here,  and a  table  with four broken
chairs.  A  cabinet  which  contents  and  shelves  are  long
claimed by the grind of time hangs on the wall. 

Search: Success - a shortsword is fair condition is
hidden in one of the beds.

15 Servantquarters
This humble domicile was the home of several servants.

There  are three  beds  here,  and a  table  with four broken
chairs.  A  cabinet  which  contents  and  shelves  are  long
claimed by the grind of time hangs on the wall.

There is nothing of value or use here.

16 Cook's room
This room was probably the home of the large woman

who used to be cook of the manor. A massive bed stands in
a corner, and shelves filled with broken jars and cans line
the walls.  A tapestry, now worn into grey by time and
damp air, depicting a knight and a wyvern hangs on the
north wall. Directly under this there is a small table with
two broken chairs.

If  a  troll  is  present:  The  massive  bed  is  currently
occupied  by  an  equally  massive  troll.  It  is  sleeping
happily, snoring and dreaming, turning this way and that
in its sleep.

There is nothing of value or use here. If the troll
does  not  wake (does  not  manage  to  succeed in its
Alertness) it can be killed outright by the first person
who manages to hit. It will automatically wake up if
someone tries to hurt it  and misses.  If  there is any
fighting in any other part of the ground floor then it
can get  a  few Alertness-tests  to  wake up  from the
commotion.
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17 The gardener's room
A spartan room with a  big,  now blackened,  window

facing the garden contains a bed, a table, and a chest by
the west wall. The rooms seems quiet and empty.

The chest is locked and if  pried open or broken
will spill its contents, once herbs that could be used
for potions, now worthless, onto the floor. The chest
can withstand a total  of  10 points  of  C-  or O-class
damage (or 20  points of H-class or 40 points of S-
class damage).

Alertness:  Difficult  -  A goblin is  sleeping under
the pillow of the bed.

Search: Success - A small goblin is sleeping in the
bed, under the pillow.

If anyone tried to break the chest open the Goblin
gets one Alertness-check per blow to wake up and
attack the  intruders.  It  is  armed with  a  small  fork
(counts as small knife).

18 Guardpost
A small post for a guard is housed in this tiny space,

with a simple stool and a shelf in height of the chest.  A
basket which used to have food in it is in a corner, but its
contents have long ago been devoured by rats, insects and
time.

There is nothing of value or use here.

19 Officer's room
This  is  a  beautifully  decorated  room  with  a  bed

featuring finely carved bedposts and headboard. There is
also  a small table and a collection of upholstered chairs,
now long ago reduced to rags by vermin. A shield with
some coat of arms hangs on the wall, and several banners
used to hang on the walls as well. These are now nothing
but dull rags. A weaponstand leans on the west wall.

The  shield  is  made out  of  thin  wood  and  is  as
flimsy as paper.

The  weaponstand  contains  a  long  spear,  very
rusty,  as  well  as  a  broadsword  which  is  rusted
straight through, and impossible to use.

Search: Success - There is a handleless, bladeless
sword, i.e. a parrybar, under the bed.

Heraldry: Success - The shield is of the House de
Merosera, which perished in war and internal strife
some dozen-or-so years ago. It might be worth a few
silver to a collector or former adversary. The banners
are too old and too ruined to identify.

20 The Butler's room
A small room with a bed several large cabinets and a

chest. In the cabinets there is nothing but clothes ruined
by time. The chest is equipped with ironworks, and looks
sturdy.

The chest is locked, and within it a small goblin is
trying to sleep. The chest can withstand a total of 5
points of C- or O-class damage (or 10  points of H-
class or 20 points of S-class damage). The goblin will
be  mightily  upset  if  anyone  starts  banging  on  its
"bed".  It  is  armed  with  the  brass  back  of  a  book
(counts as small knife) and will be ready to attack if
the chest is opened.

The chest contains, apart from the goblin, debris
which  seem  to  indicate  that  this  used  to  be  a
bookchest, but now there is nothing here. Some small
rodents used to live here, but they have been eaten
by the goblin.
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21 Garden
Once  a  beautiful  garden,  now  wild  after  seasons  of

neglect, greets you. There are no pathways left, they are all
overgrown,  and  where  once  orchids  stood  now  weeds
flourish. There are two doors leading into the house from
here,  but  one  is  boarded  shut  from  the  outside.  In  the
middle of the garden there is a statue of a woman, with a
blindfold, raising a spear to the heavens. Shards of glass
litter the undergrowth and transfixed on spear is the body
of  a  man.  There  are  also  some  ten  crushed-to-death  or
splattered goblins on the ground.

The body is that of the pathfinder Corrians. He no
longer  has  anything  of  value  on  his  body,  and  to
search  him the  characters  have to  pass  a  Cool-test
(see Fear) or shy away in disgust.

Common Sense: Success (modified if the character
has Knowledge: Religion - Manfather) The statue is
that of the Matron, guardian saint of all who defend
their homes.

Alertness:  Difficult  -  The man has  been thrown
from above,  and  onto  the  statue  to  be  impaled  in
such a fashion.

Search: Success - The man has been thrown from
the  broken  window  above,  onto  the  statue  to  be
impaled in such a fashion.  The same fate seems to
have befallen the goblins.

Every time a character enters the garden,  and a
troll  is present in the drawing-room above you can
check for its Alertness, and if it spots the characters it
will throw bottles and tablelegs down at them with
good accuracy (55%, use bottle and broken bottle as
damage-templates for objects thrown, and add 2 to
the AS due to the force and height of the throw).

The Second Floor

22 Library
This room, with a rounded wall in the west, is covered

in books.  The walls  are covered in shelves,  littered with
books, and there are stacks of books on the floor and on the
table. There is a door to the north, west and southwest. In
the  center  of  the  room  there  is  a  large  comfortable
armchair. 

If a troll is present: A big troll is currently occupying
the armchair, fully concentrated on reading a book. Three
hobgoblins are also in the room, throwing books at each
other and fighting, but the troll does not seem to mind.

Alertness:  Difficult  -  The  troll  is  armed  with  a
beardaxe.

Read/Write any human language (min.  2) - The
troll is reading a book about he Redressional war, but
he is holding it upside-down.

All the books in the room are worn and ruined by
damp, and also written in highscript of Leafwhisper
and  Merchantspeak,  which  would  require
Read/Write 3 to understand. No book is fully intact,
but there are lots of half-destroyed books, on a wide
range  of  topics.  However,  nothing  here  is  of  any
value.

When  the  troll  and others  notice  the  characters
they will  attack; the  troll  for being disturbed in its
"reading"  and  the  hobgoblins  just  because  the
characters are not trolls.

23 Study
This is  a quiet  room, with  a big  comfortable-looking

armchair in its center. There is also a reader's desk and a
twelve-armed candlestick  in here.  One door leads to  the
west,  one to the east and one to the south.

There is nothing of value or use here.
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24 Wardrobe
Here racks upon racks of once beautiful dresses reside.

All  have  been  claimed  by  the  grind  of  time,  unchecked
infestations of vermin, moths and trolls. They are now not
much more than colorless rags. There are also coats and
cloaks here, hung on hooks on the wall. All is in terrible
condition. There is a door to the west and to the north.

Alertness: Easy - A small child is sleeping in the
corner.

Search: Success - A small child is sleeping in the
corner. If woken it will be mute with terror, hardly
able to tell troll from human at this point.

25 Gallery and lounge
In  this  room the  walls  are  covered  by  portraits,  the

floor by carpets, and the furniture was once rich. Now the
portraits have grown duller or black, the carpets damp and
colorless, and the upholstered furniture has been ruined a
long time ago. Several small holes in he roof leak water,
drip by steady drip, into the carpet. There is a door to the
east and one to the south

Search: Success - A small golden ring is hidden in
the upholstery of one of the sofas here.

Appraise:  Jewelry/Precious metals  -  The ring is
worth approximately 12 silvercoins.

26 The Tutor's room
Here  are,  apart  from the bed and a  chest  also  a  few

benches and chairs. There are some nice portraits of some
humans, elves and landscapes on the walls. This has been
some sort of lecturing-hall for smaller children. 

Fathom - General: There is some magic nearby.
Fathom -  Focused  on  the  chest:  There  is  some

magical  object  inside  the  chest,  and  it  appears  a
dormant rune.

The chest is locked, and it can withstand a total of
5 points of C- or O-class damage (or 10  points of H-
class or 20 points of S-class damage). It contains two
healing potions which will heal 1D10 points of health
each, along with a ribbon with lacquered seal. This
features a rune which appears magical. It is a healing
rune (Apply Healing,  4  points)  and will  activate if
the seal is broken.  The potions are lacking as far a
label is concerned, but appear the same, and smell as
foul.

27 Nursery
Several inner walls and partitioning screens have been

smashed here.  There is now a large area of floor covered
with  what  remains  of  several  crib-beds,  childrens'  beds,
toys and the walls themselves.

If a troll is present: There is a troll sleeping soundly
in the middle of the floor,  on top of mashed and broken
toys and such.

The troll has a nail in his foot from a construction-
site further south in the moorlands, and is grumpy.
He  does  not  appreciate  to  be  woken,  nor  does  he
appreciate  Agassian  nobles,  which  he  feels  are
responsible for his current state. He is armed with a
hatchet and will attack unless killed before waking. If
the troll does not wake (does not manage to succeed
in its Alertness) it can be killed outright by the first
person  who  manages  to  hit.  It  will  automatically
wake up if someone tries to hurt it and misses.

28 Master bedroom
A huge decayed four-poster bed dominates this room,

along with a large table and several chairs. Two doors lead
to the west, and two to the east. On the bed a groups of
children are huddled; seven on the bed, two underneath.
There is also a number of dead children, some half-eaten,
along with a half-eaten badger, a dead stork in a corner
along with some sort of vegetable, and a ball.

The children are scared out of their wits by all the
noise and all the horrible things that has happened.

Charisma  -  Normal:  The  children  inform  the
characters that at least two more children are alive in
the building, one in a closet somewhere, and one in
the drawing-room.

Charisma - Easy: The children will readily follow
the characters, as long as they are heading out, not
further into the house.
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29 The oldest daughter's room
This was once beautifully lit room with a big skylight.

This is now long ruined and rain has made the floorboards
black with rot. The room has a big bed and a large table. A
blackened mirror hangs on the north wall and there are a
lot of stuffed animals and toys in the room. There are also
three  dead  soldiers  here,  scattered  in  the  room.  Their
respective  anatomies  have  been  destroyed  utterly,  and
parts  are  spread  all  over  this  room in  a  very  sickening
way. There is a door to the east and one to the west.

To examine the parts of the soldiers will require a
Cool-roll (see Fear). If this is successful the character
can  find  that  each  of  them  have  an  intact  short
sword, and a dagger. Their leather armors have been
ripped apart, and can not be used. If an examination
is  made,  a  goblin,  which  has  been  feasting  on  the
inside of a  soldier's head, will emerge, and attack the
characters,  armed with  a  bloody  eyeball  (count  as
fist).

30 Toilet
A beautiful  toilet  with  carefully  carved  wooden seat

and  enameled  buckets  for  water  are  within  this  small
room. It seems relatively intact.

There is nothing of value or use here.

31 Drawing-room
A corridor leads from the east into this room, with a

large, now broken, window looking out over the garden.
Its once  tasteful  furnishings are  now reduced to rubble,
and a shelf which once held wine-bottles.  These are now
empty on the floor. A dead soldier is propped up on a sofa
before the window.

If a troll is present: In the sofa,  next to the soldier,
there is a troll sitting. It is very large, and mean-looking,
and notices you as you enter.

The troll loves to throw things out of the window,
especially  screaming  people.  It  has  already
defenestrated  Corrians  and  a  dozen  goblins,  and
would love to throw more people. If the characters
get  in  a  fight  the  troll  will  attempt  to  throw  a
character out of the window using Brawl (with a +25
modifier).  If  a  character is thrown out the window
roll 1D10. On a roll of 1 he/she risk hitting the statue,
unless he/she succeed with a Difficult DEX-check. If
they fail this they take AS 6 Pain 2 S-class damage. If
they miss the statue they will crash into the garden,
and suffer AS 3 Pain 4 C-class damage.

Search: Success - Under the badly torn body of the
soldier there is a child, scared mute, and she will not
come out if the troll is in the room, unless it is killed.
If the troll is not in the room the child can be coaxed
out  of  hiding  with  an  Easy  CHA-check,  and  the
promise to get lead back home.

The end of the adventure

If the characters manage to get out of the house alive
they can claim that they have finished the adventure.
You  can  award  them  with  bonus  experience  as
follows.
· General roleplaying 1-2 points
· Cooperation and planning 2-3 points
· General combat-experience 1-2 points
· Rescuing the children in the 

Master Bedroom 1 point
· Rescuing the child in the wardrobe 1 point
· Rescuing the child in the 

Drawing-room 1 point
· Killing at least two trolls 

without burning the house 1 point

Creatures of the Manor

Trolls

Angfi, Olon, Alf and Ylva are Trolls as per the core-
rules. These trolls are affected in the curious manner
of  other  trolls  when  exposed  to  sunlight  and  will
therefore stay indoors during the day. Their weapon
(if any) is listed at the place where they are found.
Do not add Damage-bonus to objects thrown or if a
character  becomes  defenestrated  (thrown  out  of  a
window) but to all other attacks by the trolls. If a troll
is armed then use the Club-skill as a weapon-skill.

Alf  is  suffering from a previous injury,  and has
his Health and Cool reduced by four.
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Angfi has a great command of a human language
(Leafwhisper,  level  1)  and  will  swear  and  curse
proficiently  in  this  human tongue.  Note  that  when
these  creatures  are  encountered  within  the  manor
they  will  be  immediately  hostile  and  attack,  even
though they are really quite jovial at heart; they are
just sick and tired of being disturbed and attack, and
will rather kill people now and eat them later, as it
were.

Appearance:  Angfi -  Angfi  has  long  dark  hair
which is unruly and unkempt. In it there are several
dried snakes, some bones, and twigs stuck, in order
to get a more  "aesthetic  feel"  to the hair-do.  She is
dressed in sensible rags and keeps a small bag on her
side. The bag has no bottom, and is therefore empty,
but it still looks good.

Olon - Olon has lost his hair in a terrible accident
involving Ylva and a pair of scissors, and therefore
covers his scalp with a colorful and flashy hat. He is
wearing  a,  for  him,  undersized  overcoat  and  torn
pants. As with all the others he has no shoes. Around
his waist he has a thick rope as a belt.

Alf - This troll  is dressed fashionably in at least
four coats and vests he has picked from the various
closets  in  the  manor.  He  has  long,  shiny  hair,  in
braids made by Ylva, and he also has a board stuck
under his right foot, with a nail deep in it. He has not
bothered to remove it after getting it stuck there. It is
too  tender  to  touch  or  handle,  so  he  is  leaving  it
there, hoping it will go away on its own.

Ylva -  This  nimble  troll  has  sown  her  own
garment  from a  few dresses  she  has  found in  the
manor.  These  are  expertly  molded  together,  and
sown together  with thick,  black thread.  Her hair  is
carefully  braided,  with  red and blue  strings  in  the
braids.  Her  fingers  are  somewhat  longer  than  the
other  trolls.  She  is  very  good  with  her  hands,
something  which  is  reflected  in  the  way  she  has
taken care of the others.

If  a  sleeping  troll  is  encountered,  the  characters
can sneak up and attack, and as long as they succeed
with  their  Sneak-attempt  they  will  manage  to  get
close enough. If they succeed the troll has to pass a
difficult  Alertness-test  to  wake  up  in  time.  If  the
characters (even one in a group) fail the troll can roll
an easy Alertness-roll to wake enough to evade the
blow (at 5%).

If  searched,  the  bodies  of  the  trolls  will  each
deliver up a heap of foul-smelling objects that might
be  food  for  a  hungry  troll,  as  well  as  some  small
money  (1D10-1D10  Silvercoins  (minimum  of  0),
2D10-1D10 Bronzecoins (minimum of 0), 3D10-1D10
Coppercoins  (minimum  of  0),  4D10-1D10  Tincoins
(minimum of 0)). In order to search a troll a character
has to  pass  a  Cool-test  (see  Fear)  to  overcome the
grossness  of  it  all.  Trolls  can  not  be  normally  be
searched unless they are dead.

They cannot  be  scared,  manipulated,  persuaded
or charmed using any non-magical means. They are
simply too powerful and dense to be influenced.

New creatures of the troll-family

Below are a few troll-related creatures not featured in
the  Core-rules.  They  are  only  briefly  summarized,
but one, the Goblins, are a prominent species which
will  make  its  mark  on  Lociam yet.  It  has,  since  it
chose to reveal itself to the Second People some four
hundred  years  ago,  caused  a  lot  of  trouble  for
various kingdoms all over Lociam.

Hobgoblin
Health: 2D10 (11)
Cool: *2 (22)
Natural weapons: Claws, H, 3, 2, 65%

Teeth, S, 2, 4, 55%
Natural armor: Tough skin (1/1/1/0), 9
Skills: Activity 65%

Search 45%
Movement: 24
Alertness: 35
Initiative: 4
Intelligence: 5-9
Highest possible age: 45
Description:  Hobgoblins are related to the trolls  in
some curious  manner,  but  share  very  few of  their
obvious  characteristics.  They  are  mean-spirited
creatures, bent upon consumption and carnage, and
unwilling  to  communicate  with  most  living things.
They have no order, or society, of their own, but can
sometimes  be  found  near  trolls,  parasites  on  the
things  the  trolls  gather  to  eat.  Some  of  the
exceptionally  smart hobgoblins  learn to speak with
trolls at a rudimentary level, but amongst themselves
they  use  non-verbal  communication,  violence  and
grunts to convey messages. They are largely driven
by instincts. 
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They are not affected by sunlight as some trolls are,
but prefer the night anyway.

Hobgoblins regenerate slower than trolls, but still
faster  than  humans,  and  heal  1D10/3  points  per
minute, or one point per 1D10/2+3 Turns.
Appearance:  A  hobgoblin  is  human-like  in
appearance and size, covered thinly in black fur and
with a face much like the distorted faces of the trolls,
with teeth like awls and small beady eyes.

Goblin
Health: 1D10 (5)
Cool: *1
Natural weapons: Fist, C, 1, 1, 55%
Natural armor: None
Skills: Activity 65%

Search 55%
A small weapon 45%

Movement: 20
Alertness: 35
Initiative: 4
Intelligence: 2-5 (or 11-20 at extreme age)
Highest possible age: 100
Description: Goblins are the smallest relatives to the
trolls known on Lociam. They tend to band together
in  groups,  cowardly  creatures  as  they  are.  They
travel alongside stronger creatures such as trolls and
hobgoblins,  but they often fall  prey to these bigger
creatures.  They sometimes exhibit  intelligence  with
age, and stories tell of great goblins living in distant
mountains who acted as kings over other goblins and
became  magicians  and  great  warriors.  Considering
the sheer number of goblins there are known to be on
Lociam it would be a terrible prospect if such kings
would exist to lead this people.
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Appearance:  A goblin is a runty creature, no higher
than  half  a  meter,  thinly  built  with  an  oversized,
often bald, head.  A goblin's  nose  is  often long and
not  rarely  hooked,  while  others  have  oversized
potato-like  noses.  They  have  large  eyes  and  large
ears  and they tend to dress  much like  humans,  in
whatever  they  can  find;  rags,  leftovers,  debris  or
other  items.  As they are so small  a  cup will  easily
serve as a hat for these creatures, and a fork can be
wielded as a terrifying weapon. At least against other
goblins.  Some goblins,  although  through  unknown
method  of  selection,  grow bigger  with  higher  age,
and might reach almost the size of a Hobgoblin.
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The Manor yard, garden and bottom floor

The Manor top floor
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